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Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language: English
. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Bishop and Trout here present a unique and
provocative new approach to epistemology (the theory of human knowledge and reasoning). Their
approach aims to liberate epistemology from the scholastic debates of standard analytic
epistemology, and treat it as a branch of the philosophy of science. The approach is novel in its use
of cost-benefit analysis to guide people facing real reasoning problems and in its framework for
resolving normative disputes in psychology. Based on empirical data, Bishop and Trout show how
people can improve their reasoning by relying on Statistical Prediction Rules (SPRs). They then
develop and articulate the positive core of the book. Their view, Strategic Reliabilism, claims that
epistemic excellence consists in the efficient allocation of cognitive resources to reliable reasoning
strategies, applied to significant problems. The last third of the book develops the implications of
this view for standard analytic epistemology; for resolving normative disputes in psychology; and
for offering practical, concrete advice on how this theory can improve real people s reasoning. This
is a truly distinctive and controversial work that spans many disciplines...
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This written publication is wonderful. It can be writter in straightforward phrases instead of confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this publication to learn.
-- Jesse Tr em bla y-- Jesse Tr em bla y

Very beneficial to all category of folks. I really could comprehended every little thing out of this created e publication. I found out this book from my dad
and i encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Ma ia  O 'Ha r a-- Ma ia  O 'Ha r a
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